
WRITING A RESPONDENT FACTUMED

When I began practising law, written advocacy, the factum, was far less important or the charge to the jury, the
appellant's factum and the respondent's factum.

I find a succinct and focussed argument very helpful, especially in an era of time-limited oral advocacy. I
often make heavy use of a good factum in writing reasons. Three techniques are particularly useful for making
your factum flow smoothly. How would you want this story told? This is not always the best method. But
taking the time and trouble to write better will make you a much better advocate for your clients and will
enhance your reputation with the court. Closing Writing factums puts advocates' reputations and credibility on
the line. When I practised I worked pretty hard on my own factums. Instead of writing "make an argument",
write "argued"; instead of "executed a veto", "vetoed"; instead of "gave consideration" , "considered"; instead
of "conducted an investigation", "investigated". Many counsel think that they have to fill all 30 pages even in
the simplest of error-correcting appeals. Yet in trying to write decent factums, advocates run up against the
pressures of time and of busy practices. For example, if the appeal concerns a claim against a real estate agent
arising out of a transaction of purchase and sale that went sour, general statements about the duties of real
estate agents are not helpful. At the beginning of the paragraph, tell the reader what topic or idea you are going
to discuss in the rest of the paragraph. Sometimes respondents are better to concede the error and then show
that it did not affect the result. The collapse of a dead star into a point perhaps no larger than a marble creates
a black hole. I was at Chequers. Unfavourable facts can be dealt with effectively in many ways. This is a
common mistake. Although harder to detect, this is still jargon. The factum may leave the judge not just with
an initial impression of your appeal, but a lasting impression. Worse, we judges will not know what to look
for, what facts are crucial and what facts are background. Words such as "also", "next", "in addition", "first",
"second", and "finally" show the progression of the discussion. Decide into which category your appeal falls.
Writing Concisely To be persuasive, factums must be concise. Tell the reader what is coming next by using
headings to separate each issue. Try to restrict each paragraph to one main idea or topic. Multiplicity hints at a
lack of faith and confidence in your major grounds of appeal. It was one of the decisive battles of the war, and,
like the Battle of Waterloo, it was on a Sunday. Making The Factum Flow To make your factum user friendly
you must make it flow smoothly. Halvorson, [] 2 S. If you do quote from the transcript, give the context before
the quotation. Use Form 10 to prepare your factum. First, avoid using too many adjectives and adverbs.
Williams delivers the following message: state your point or proposition before you develop or discuss it. We
remember the good- factum writers and even come to recognize their styles. You need to identify a major error
that affects the justice of the result. The third technique is to organize the information in each sentence so that
you put older or familiar information at the beginning of the sentence and new information at the end of the
sentence. Often factums are just too long. Better still, simply tell us what is the "palpable and overriding" error
or genuine issue for trial or error in principle and then discuss it. Focus on the duty or duties that arise on the
facts. If you are going to state such well-known principles, one stand-alone paragraph will do.


